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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to introduce and 
discuss the concept of ga-compactness for 

topological spaces. An example is considered 
to show that it is strictly stronger than 

that of compactness. 
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l. Introduction 

O. Njastad [9] and N. Levinc [51 introduced and invcstigatcd the 
notion of a-open sets (originally callccl a-sets) ancl generalizecl closccl scts 
(written in short as g-closed scts) of a topological space respectively. Reccntly 
in a significant contribution to thc theory of gencralizccl closed scts H. Maki, 
R. Dcvi and K. Balachandran [6J clefincd the conccpt of gcneralizcd a-closccl 
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sets (shortly ga-closed scts) as a gencralization of a-closed sets. These scts 
werc also considered by various authors (e.g. [1], [21, 13], [4], [1 11). Using 
this the concepts of ga-continuous mappings [7], scparation axioms ([3], [4], 
11 1]) and conncctedness in topological spaces werc introduccd. In this paper 
wc introduce ga-compactness and study it. This notion comes out to be 
strictly stronger than that of compactness. Thc significance of the prcsent 
study líes in the fact that thc sufficient condition in Theorcm 2.3 holds for 
ga-compact spaccs but in general it fails for compact spaccs. 

Throughout this paper (X, T) and (Y, cr) (or simply X and Y rcspcctivcly) 
denote nonempty topological spaces in which no separation axioms are 
assumcd unless explicitcly, stated. For a subsct A of a spacc (X. T) the closurc 
of A the interior of A and the complement of A, are denoted by CI(A ), lnt(A) 
andA' respectively. A subsct A of a spacc (X, T) is said to be a-open [9] if 
A e lnt(CI(Int(A))). Thc complement of a-opcn sets aré callee! a-closed 
sets. Altcrnatively a subsetA e (X, T) is called a-closcd ifA ~ C/(/nt(C/(A))). 
Thc family of all a-open scts of (X, T) is denotecl by a(X) which is a topology 
on X such that a(X) ~ T [9]. 

A subset A of (X, T) is called: 

(i) gencralized closecl (writtcn as g-closed) [5] if Cl(A) e U whcncvcr 
A e U and U is opcn in (X, T). Every closed sets is g-closed but not 
conversely [5]. 

(ii) generalized a-closed (written as ga-closed) [6] if aC/(A) e U whenevcr 
A e U and U is a-open in (X, T). Every a-closed set is ga-closed but 
not convcrsely and the conccpts of g-closcd sets and ga-closcd seis 
are independent [6]. 

Thc complement of an ga-closed set is called ga-open. Thc family of all ga
opcn sets wil 1 be denotcd by ga (X). 

A mapping f (X,T) ---t ( Y,cr) is saicl to be ga-continuous (rcsp. ga
irresolutc) if thc inverse image of every opcn (rcsp. ga-open) sct of Y is ga
opcn in X. 

2. ga-compactness 

Definition l. A collection {A¡ : i E 1} (~f ga-open sets in o topological spoce 

(X, T) is called ga-open e o ver ~fa set H qf X if He U! A 1 : i E 1} holds. 
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Definition 2. A topological !lpace (X, 't) is said to be ga-compact (f" el'ery 
ga-open cover of X has jlnite subcover. 

Definition 3. A subset H of a topological space (X, 't) is said to be ga
compact relative to X, (f" for every collection {A¡ : i E 1} of ga-open sets 

of X su eh tlwt He Uf A 
1 

: i E /} there exists a finite subset 1 o of 1 suclz that 

H cU{A 1:iEI0 }. 

Remark 2.1. Since every open ser is an ga-open, it follows that every ga
compact space is compact. But the converse may be fa/se. Tlze following 
example shows this. 

Example 2.2. Let X= {x} Ufx¡: i E 1} where the inde:red ser 1 is uncountabfe. 

Let 't = { $, { x} , X} be tlze topofogy on X. Evidentfy. X is a compact spoce. 
However, ir is not a ga-compact space beca use { { x, x¡}: i E /} is a ga

covering of X but it has no jlnite subcover. 

Thc following result can be easily verified. Its proof is straightforward. 

Theorem 2.3. A topological space (X, 't) is ga-compact (f" and only if" every 
family r~f" ga-cfosed subsets r~f" X which has the .flnite intersection property 
has a nonempty inte rsection. 

Remar k 2.4. The sufficient condition in the abo ve theorem faifs for compact 
spaces. For, in the example 2.2 ([ 8J, Exampfe 3. /) {X - { x, x¡ } : i E /} is a 

family of ga-closeds in a compact space X whose intersection is empty hut 
ea eh of its jlnite su~f"amilies always Izas ¡zon-empty illfersection. 

Wc will provc that ga-compactness of a topological spacc is 
equivalcnt to compactness of a larger space, namely that having the 
collection of all ga-opcn subsets of the givcn space as a subbase. 

Theorem 2.5. Let (X, 't) be a topological space and 't~ be a topology on X 

which has ga (X) as a subbase. Then (X, 't) is ga-compact (f' and only if 
(X, 't ¡;) is compact. 
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Proof. If (X, 't,) is compact then (X, 't) is ga.-compact, sincc ga.(X) e 'tto. 
~ ~ 

The converse is a consequcncc of the famous Alexandcr's subbase Theorcm 

(liO], p.l8). D 

Thcorem 2.6. Let F be a 't~ -closed subset of a ga.-compact space X. Thm 

F is also ga.-compact. 

Proof. Let F be any 't~ -closed subsct in X and {U (3; : ~¡E 1} be a 't~ -opcn 

cover of F. Since p· is 't¡; -open, {U¡3;: ~¡E/} U pe is a 't¡; -opcn 

cover of X. Since X is 't~ -compact by Theorcm 2.5 thcrc exists a finite subsct 

lo e I such that X= U {U ~3; : ~¡E 10 } U pe. But F an.d pe are disjoint: 

hencc F e Ul U~; : ~~E 10 }. Thcreforc F is ga.-compact rclativc to X and 

this completes the proof. D 

Theorem 2.7. A topological space (X, 't) is ga.-compact (f and only (f every 
family (~f 't~ -closed subset ~f X with finite intersection property has 

nonempty intersection. 

Prooj: Necessity. Lct X be ga-compact. Let H = {V~; : ~~E 1} he any 

family of 't¡; -closed subset of X with finite intersection property. Supposc 

n{VI3; : ~¡E/) =<!J. Then {Vd; : ~¡E/) is a 't~ -opcn covcr of X. Hence it 

must contain a linite suhcover {V~;. : j = 1, 2, ... , n 1 for X. This implies that 
1 

n{VI3; : j = 1,2, ... , n}= <P which contradicts the assumption that H has rinitc 
1 

interscction property. 

Sufficiency. Lct H = {VR : ~~E 1} be a cover of X by 't, -opcn scts ancl 
~, ~ 

consider thc family 'P = {V~; : ~~E 1} of 't~ -closcd sets. Sincc H is a cover 

of X, it follows that the intersection of all mcmbers of '-11 is cmpty. Hcncc '-11 

docs not have the finitc interscction propcrty, in other words, therc is a finitc 
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nurnher of 'te;· -opcn scts VA 'o o o' VA in H such that Vr1" no o o n v~· = <j>. 
tJ 1 tJ 11 fJ 1 }J JI 

This irnplics that { Vr~ , ... , VA } is a finitc suhcover of X in H. Hencc using 
fJ¡ Pn 

Theorem 2.5 X is ga-compacl. o 

Definition 4. Let (X, 't) and (Y, cr) be topological spaces rmd let 't~ be o 

topology on X which has ga(X) as a subbase. A mapping f: (X, 't) ~ (Y, cr) 
is called ga(é,)-continuous !f f: (X, 't ~ ) ~ (Y, cr) is continuous. 

Definition 5. Let (X, 't) and (Y, cr) be topological spaces. Let 't~ and cr~ be 

respective/y the topology on X and Y which has ga(X) and ga(Y) as subbase. 
A mapping f: (X, 't) ~ (Y, cr) is called ga* (é,)-contintwus (f 

f: (X, 't~) ~(Y, cr~) 

is continuous. 

Theorem 2.8. Let (X, 't) and (Y, cr) be topo/ogical spaces and let 't ~ be tlze 

topology on X which has ga(X) as a subhase. (f f: (X, 't) ~ (Y, cr) is ga
continuous. then f is ga(~)-continuous. 

Proof. Let f he ga-continuous and Jet V E cr. Then .r1
(V) E ga(X) ami so 

F 1
(V) E 't¡; o Thus f is ga(~)-continuous. o 

Theorem 2.9. Let (X, 't) and (Y, cr) be topological spaces. Let 't~ and cr¡; be 

respective/y the topologies 011 X and Y which ha ve ga(X) and ga( Y) as 
subbases. (f f: (X, 't) ~ (Y, cr) is ga-irresolute then fisga* (~)-continuous. 

11 

Proof Let f he ga-irresoJutc and Jet V E cr¡;. Then V =U ( n U; ) , whcre 
i .i=i ".i 

U; E ga(Y) ancl 
llj 

JI 11 

F\V)=f-1 CU<n U; .»=U<nf-1 (U; )). 
i j=l 111 

i j=l ".i 
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Since f is ga-irresolute, .f-1
( vi,. ) E ga(X). This implics that .f-1

(V) E 't~ 
1 

and thus f is ga*(~)-continuous. D 

Theorem 2.10. 

(i) A ga(~)-co11tinuous image ofa ga-compact space is compact. 

(ii) Let (X, 't) and (Y, <J) be topological spaces and letf: (X, 't) ~(Y, cr) 
be ga*(~)-contintwus. lf a subset F of X is ga-compact relmive to X. 
then the inwge f(F) is ga-compact re fati ve to Y. 

Pro o f. 

(i): Lct f: X~ Y he a ga(~)-continuous mapping from a ga-compact X 
onto a topological space Y. Let {V~; : ~¡E/} he an open covcr of Y. 

Thcn (f-1 (V~;): ~¡E/} is 't~ -open covcr of X. Since X is ga

compact hy Theorem 2.5 X is 't~ -compact, and it has a finitc suhcover 
'> 

say u-l (V~I ), ... , f-l (V~, ) } . Since f is onto {V~I , ... , v~/1 } is a 

cover of Y and so Y is compact. 

(ii): Let {V~; : ~¡E 1} he a cover of f(F) hy 't~ -opcn sets in Y. Since F is 

ga-compact relativc to X hy Theorem 2.6, F is 't~ -compact. So thcre 

exists a finite suhset 1 o e 1 such that F e uu-l (V~¡):~¡ E lo 1 

and so f( F) e U (V~. : ~¡E 10 } . Hence f( F) is 't~ -compact relative 
1 

to Y. Thusf(F) is ga-compact rclative to Y. D 

Corollary 2.11. A ga*(~)-collfinuous image of a ga-compact space is ga
compact. 

Theorem 2.12. Let f: (X, a) ~ (Y, cr) be an ga-irresolute mapping of X 
onto Y (f X is ga-compact then Y is ga-compact. 

Prooj: By Theorem 2.9 and Corollary 2.1 l. D 
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Theorem 2.13. Let F and C be subsets of a topological space (X, 't) such 

that F is ga-compact relative to X and C is 't~ -closed in X. Then F n C is 

ga-compact relative to X. 

Proof. Lct {Vf3; : ~¡E/} be a cover of F n C by 't~ -open subsets of X. 

Since ce is á 't~ -open set, {Vf3; : ~¡E 1} U ce is a cover ofF. Since F is 

ga-compact, it is t~ -compact relative to X. Hence there exists a finite subsct 

10 e 1 such that 

Fe(UfV~·: 13¡E/0 ) )U ce. 
1 

Thereforc 

F n c e u fV¡). : 13 i E 1 o } . 
1 

Hcnce Fn C is 't~ -compact. Therefore Fn C is ga-compact and tl1is 

completes the proof. o 
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